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Large Scale Discovery in the Home: Finding Needles in a Haystack
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ABSTRACT: Within the context of ubiquitous computing environments, we are carrying out research into the discovery of
distributed, self describing software entities in home area networks. Motivated by the identification of a scalability limit to
the already impressive performance of our “Nexus” middleware framework, we herein provide experimental data to validate
our solution and demonstrate an improvement in scalability over other tested solutions by at least three orders of magnitude.
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1. Introduction

A diverse population of distributed software entities is resulting from increased deployment and interconnection of
heterogeneous electronic devices throughout our homes. Subsequently, the home can be considered a ubiquitous computing
environment [1] [2] [3], which presents an opportunity for composing “recombinant applications” [4] at runtime in the
pursuit of user satisfaction. This has been a vision for many years and applies to a wide range of application domains such
as entertainment, automation, communications, healthcare monitoring, safety / security, etc.

To illustrate this, consider a “jukebox” [Figure 1] application that discovers hardware (speakers, GUI displays) and software
entities (codecs, audio files) in the “Home Area Network” (HAN). Such an application would select audio streams (source)
according to user preferences, pass them through the necessary codecs (processing), direct the result to speakers (output)
and present a GUI to the user (user interaction). The seamless re-binding of speakers and displays could be performed
automatically in real-time (hidden from user perception) to follow users as they move throughout the home environment.

In order for recombinant applications such as the jukebox to be realised, unified methods / models are required to allow the
entire set of resources available in the HAN to be discovered and utilised by software across differing application domains.
Furthermore, these methods / models must operate under the constraints of real world home environments, most notably the
fully distributed (i.e. no centralised server / registry) and heterogeneous architecture that is necessary.
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Figure 1. The jukebox “recombinant application”

Our “Nexus” 1
 
framework [5] [6] [7] provides a suitable“Entity” abstraction for representing heterogeneous software entities

and their associated information spaces around which five discovery methods are provided including enumeration (discovering
the identity and location of all entities in a HAN) and lookup (resolving the location of a specific entity from its known
identity).

We begin this paper by providing a partial description of the Nexus framework (with some new additions to our previously
published material). Specific emphasis is placed on the concepts needed to understand the main contribution of this paper
(large scale deployment). More specifically, we first introduce the “Entity” abstraction in section [2. The Entity] around
which Nexus is built (allowing the representation and interaction of any object type). We then describe how Nexus achieves
its fully distributed peer-to-peer architecture through the use of pro-active entity containers in section [3. Nexus Network
Architecture]. The main contribution of this paper is then presented in section [4. Large Scale Discovery], with a conclusion
and account of future work in section [5. Conclusions].

This paper provides new experimental data that validates a previously proposed model and the solution to a scalability
problem. As such, we do not provide a related work section, but encourage readers to review our previous publications.

2. The Entity

The ad hoc deployment of heterogeneous hardware and software into the home requires a common model for representing
abstract “things”. These could be “virtual” computing resources (such as files), surrogates for real world objects (such as
people), or even concepts (like space). In order for applications / agents to fulfil their designed and evolved goals, three
requirements must be satisfied by such a representation model : identity, description and interaction.

To satisfy this need, we therefore propose the “Entity” as described by :

     “An entity is a uniquely identified interactive surrogate for a virtual, physical or conceptual object that is
                 described by mutable knowledge representations that collectively form an information space”

1From the word meaning “a connected group”
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In addition to the features described in the remainder of this section, the Nexus framework also provides for Entity grouping
[6] [7] where each Entity explicitly identifies the groups (along with cryptographically signed membership certificates) to
which it belongs.

2.1. Identity
Each entity has an immutable “entityID” (EID) property that uniquely identifies that entity over space and time. An EID is
encoded as a Uniform Resource Name (URN) [8] and is therefore composed of two main parts : namespace identifier (NID)
and namespace specific string (NSS), as shown by the example in [Figure 2] and according to the Backus–Naur Form (BNF):

<URN> ::= “urn:” <NID> “:” <NSS>

The namespace (NID) part of an EID provides a coarse grained hint as to the type of the entity such as “device” or “user”
(an example user EID can be seen in [Figure 2]). Typically, the NSS part of the EID should use a UUID [9] to provide a
reasonable guarantee about the uniqueness of the identity. Each “type” is however free to specify its own semantics
regarding the naming scheme used in the NSS as long as it is unique (for example a MAC address for a desktop PC, or serial
number of an embedded system) and string formatted within the URN rules.

Figure 2. An example EID

The choice to use URN encoded EIDs has one major consequence : the identities do not provide a description of where a
resource is (unlike URLs). This is good because in the dynamic HAN an entity may move from one location to another and
still maintain the same identity. But it does impose the need for a lookup operation that resolves the EID to a location.

2.2. Description
An entity is collectively self described by a mutable set of XML encoded documents called “facets” which the entity itself
publishes. Each individual facet is a knowledge representation that provides a partial description of the Entity to which it is
attached. All facets have a common “wrapper” of information at the root of the XML tree (defined by the “facet-schema”),
an example of which is shown in [Figure 3] complete with the two required attributes (but devoid of XML namespaces and
facet content for clarity) :

       • Parent : The EID of the entity to which the facet belongs (and describes).

       •  •  •  •  • Facet-Type : Identifies the type of content contained within the facet.

Figure 3. An example Facet wrapper
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A facet of a specified type may exist at most once per entity (i.e. the facet-type allows a facet to be uniquely identified within
the scope of a single information space). Therefore, the combination of parent EID and facet-type (written <EID>.<Facet-
Type>) is enough to uniquely identify the facet among all others across space but not across time as facets are mutable
(dynamically added, removed and updated).

Within the wrapper, permitted content is defined by (and should be validated against) XML schema which form the specification
of the facet-type definition as an ontology. As with the traditional computer science use of ontologies, facet-type definitions
provide agreed vocabulary and semantics (that act as a form of “interface” or “contract”) between knowledge producers
(entities) and knowledge consumers (applications / agents) [Figure 4]. Other than the obvious reasons for choosing XML as
the encoding format (standardised, human and machine readable, etc.), XML has been selected for facet encoding because
it has a wealth of manipulation tools available. This is especially used within the Nexus framework to achieve structure
validation (XML well-formedness), content validation (using XML schema), content query (using XPath expressions) and
content updates (using XQuery).

Figure 4. Knowledge relations in Nexus

2.3 Interaction
While facets permit an application / agent to observe semantic descriptions of an Entity, other mechanisms are required for
functional interaction with an Entity. More specifically, the invocation of actions on an Entity (that may result in changes to
the Entity or its facets) and the notification of asynchronous events that the Entity can generate (to indicate some occurrence).
Both action invocation and event production are previously unpublished parts of the Entity model.

Actions extend the standard set of operations that may be performed on an entity and are identified by a URN (that is unique
within the scope of a single entity). Similar to facets, the identity of an action has an associated action definition that forms
a contract between producers and consumers (so an application knows what the intended effect of an action is, for example
one identified by the URN “urn:nexus:action:setDisplayName”).

Two immutable sets of action variables (inputs and outputs) are associated with each action and exchanged between the
invoker and invokee during the action invocation [Figure 5]. Each variable has a name (unique within the action scope) and
the variable type (STRING, STRING_NO_CASE, URN, DATE, TIME, BOOLEAN, NUMBER).

Invoking an action (a) on an Entity (ε) is a synchronous process (as shown in [Figure 5]) that is initiated by the invoker with
a completed set of input variables (ι) according to the following operation :

invoke (ε,α,ι)

Figure 5. Synchronous action invocation
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An invocation results in the return of either an exception (to indicate some error occurred) or a set of completed output
variables (K). The XML fragment in [Figure 6] shows the definition of an example “helloworld” action.

Figure 6. An example action definition

The behaviour of the above example is to return the single input variable (variable name “message”) back to the invoker as
an output variable (variable name “echo-text”) appended with the text “HelloWorld!” :

                                                          invoke (ε,α,{‘james’})
                                      results in :
                                                                      {‘james Hello world!’}

Our work on event notification has not yet matured past the use of an event bus (see [Figure 7]) to provide a full implementation
of the common subscription / notification pattern [10]. This is primarily due to the fact that our messaging layer (“Iris” as
described later in section [3. Nexus Network Architecture] ) is so efficient, that a low number of event generators (currently
in the order of tens) that produce events at a low frequency (one event per X seconds) do not result in any errors. Eventually,
this approach of multicast event delivery to every peer will cause a performance problem. We intend to use this event bus
based approach until such time as we can carry out a full evaluation to determine the breaking point. Following which we will
seek to push past the breaking point by implementing a scalable subscription based approach that is feature rich (filters,
automatic subscription renewal, error recovery, etc.).

Figure 7. The Event bus with event production (1)and event delivery (2)
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3.  Nexus Network Architecture

Unlike other middleware models, Nexus clients directly find and interact with Entities (no intermediate). This is in contrast to
the typical method of dynamically locating “servers”, then programmatically interacting with those servers to access items
(for example finding a multimedia file in UPnP requires that the “media servers” are first located, then the “media server
interface” be interacted with on each of those servers to find the actual files). The result of our approach is that fewer
interactions are required by fewer network components, thus improving task performance time and reducing the number of
possible failures that could occur.

The Nexus framework has been designed specifically to avoid the use of centralisation at any point and implemented in Java
to permit its deployment on a variety of platforms (in recognition of the heterogeneous nature of the HAN). Therefore each
device in the HAN hosts one or more “Entity containers” which each host a set of entities provide specific functionality
whilst observing resource conservation (without this approach device limitations, such as available TCP sockets for example,
would have an effect on the performance and scalability of the framework). It is the responsibility of the Entity container to
provide an implementation of the “Iris”

1

 messaging layer, and the protocol implementations that plug-in to Iris. These
functional components enable each Entity to exist as a peer on the HAN with no need for a centralised server / registry.

Iris itself enables low latency, high throughput communications through the exchange of byte encoded messages over the
network using TCP multicast and unicast. Each iris message is typed (type specified using the OP_CODE field, built-in
message types are shown in [Table 1]) and byte encoded, with the following structural features (as shown in [Figure 8]) :

• OP_CODE : One byte that indicates the type of message (256 possible message types).
• U_PORT : 32-bit Integer (4 bytes) containing the unicast port of the sender to which unicast TCP socket connections
           can be made (for iris messaging).
• ID_LNG : One byte containing the number of bytes in the ID section (maximum of 256).
• ID : This section contains the ID of the message conversation (UUID value2). Its length is defined by the value in
           ID_LNG section.
• DATA_LNG :  32-bit Integer (4 bytes) containing the number of bytes in the DATA section.
• DATA : This section contains message type specific data. Its length is defined by the value of  DATA_LNG.

Upon receiving a message through its multicast or unicast network sockets, Iris inspects the message type and routes the
message to the local message handler (protocol plugin). We describe the simple “Ping” message handler below, and the
“Entity Resolution Protocol” (ERP) that is also a message handler in section [4. Large Scale Discovery].

2In Greek mythology, Iris was messenger of the gods and would travel with the speed of wind from one
end of the world to the other.
3This will never exceed 256 bytes in length, hence the ID_LNG value only needs one byte.

Figure 8. Structure of an Iris Message
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Table 1. Built-in Iris message types

3.1 Ping
The purpose of the “ping” protocol (shown in [Figure 9]) is to solicit a response from Nexus instances that are active in the
HAN. This is useful for diagnostic purposes and testing but also has real world applications, if (for example) the round-trip
time (RTT) to / from a specific peer is required for consideration in optimisation algorithms, etc. It also provides an excellent
example of the typical Iris query-response mechanism.

Figure 9. Unicast (1) and multicast (2) Ping

Only two message types are included in this protocol : PING and ANNOUNCE_RT [Table 1]. Typically, the PING message is
first sent (by multicast, or unicast) and then unconditionally responded to by any receiving Iris messenger with an
ANNOUNCE_RT message (unicast) [Figure 9]. Atypically, an instance of the Nexus framework may generate (using multicast)
ANNOUNCE_RT  messages when it initialises and / or at some temporal interval thereafter.

4. Large Scale Discovery

Previously [5] [6] [7] we have presented the “Entity Resolution Protocol” (ERP) as part of our Nexus framework (a message
handler plugin for the Iris messenger) through which all software entities in a network can be discovered. ERP  provides five
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operations (shown in table [Table 2]) for discovering entities according to different requirements where each operation
results in a set of entities and their individual locations (URL) in the HAN.

Each of the five discovery operations are distributed using multicast Iris messaging, processed in parallel by each device in
the HAN and then results (if any) are returned to the requester following an intermediary step that is described in [4.1.
Scalability Problem Solution] and solves the previously identified scalability problem.

Table 2. The five Nexus discovery operations

In [5] we provided empirical data of both lookup and enumeration operations for our ERP method and for other middleware
solutions (UPnP, WS-Discovery and multicast DNS). A comparison of the data showed that our lookup operation improved
response time by two orders of magnitude (from ~800ms to ~5ms) over the nearest competitor (UPnP). Additionally the
scalability of our framework could allow enumeration to complete with an increase in population size of two orders of
magnitude (from ~1k entities to 100k entities distributed over six devices). These successful results were then replicated after
we added the remaining three discovery operations (group, namespace and query) and presented in [6].

When conducting experimentation for deployment on a larger network size, we identified a scalability limit that afflicted four
out of the five discovery operations under certain conditions (the lookup operation will at most only ever solicit a single
response and so is exempt from this problem). The problem was that when the four afflicted discovery operations (group,
namespace, query and enumeration) solicit a high number of responses (>1000 entities per container) from a high number of
containers (> 20), some of the unicast socket connections will time-out. Our multi-threaded implementation had masked it
from manifesting at lower deployment sizes, and could be adjusted to further mask this problem (to an unknown scale) by
increasing the thread count for handling query response streams. However, this would not solve the problem; at some point
either the network or the speed at which results could be processed would cause scalability failure. We reported this limit in
[7] along with a proposed solution (a finalised version is now detailed in section [4.1. Scalability Problem Solution]) that we
have now validated by the procedure described in section  [4.2 Experimental Procedure] that produced the data presented in
[4.3. Experimental Data].

4.1 Scalability Problem Solution
A general pattern [Figure 10] is used for the distribution of discovery requests (excluding the lookup operation) that are
evaluated in parallel (by each of the devices in the HAN). Any results are communicated back to the requester using a two
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stage mechanism that preserves network and requester quality of service (QOS) by avoiding message flooding (a problem
that afflicts other middleware solutions).

Figure 10. General query pattern showing query distribution (1), full result
delivery (2) and partial result delivery (3)

Following the multicast distribution of a discovery operation message, the requester receives a single Iris message
(HAVE_RESULTS) from any entity containers that have results, the requester can then (sequentially or in parallel) retrieve
the actual results from the responders at will and according to whatever policies are in force at that time. This avoids all
responders trying to force all results “over the wire” in the same timeframe.

4.2  Experimental Procedure
The modified ERP managed to perform without error in a network of fifty desktop PCs interconnected by a 100MB ethernet
network. The number of devices deployed is limited by the size of our computing facilities (CSEE lab#1 at the University of
Essex was used) with a single network and not by a limit in our solution (i.e. if we could have kept scaling up to find a new
failing point, we would have done). Of the remaining ten PCs in the lab, one was used to run the queries from and the
remainder were used by real users to put normal traffic on the network (between two and seven at all times), including
streaming video / audio.

A total of eleven trials were conducted, each with an increasing number of devices and a constant 1000 entities per device.
Of the 1000 entities deployed on each device :

• all entities had exactly one facet,
• exactly one entity satisfied the group discovery,
• exactly one entity satisfied the namespace discovery,
• exactly one entity satisfied the query.

For each trial, all five search operations were performed on the network from an additional machine. As with our previous
experiments, a total of fifty sequential iterations were performed with a 1s break in between each trial. The single highest and
single lowest result in the set of fifty were removed and an average of the remainder taken. This was done to remove the
outliers that skewed results in previous experiments.
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4.3  Experimental Data
The data presented in [Table 3] (visualised in [Figure 11] and [Figure 12]) was derived from the experimental procedure
described in section [4.2. Experimental Procedure] and demonstrates constant performance of the lookup operation and the
proportional increase in performance time of the namespace and group operations. Values of zero appear in this table to
indicate that the test completed in less than 1ms. Further timing resolution could not be reliably derived due to inconsistent
nanosecond timing support in the Java virtual machine.

Table 3. Performance (ms) of discovery operations

Figure 11. Performance (ms) of the Nexus lookup, namespace,  group and query operations
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As the size of the result set increased along with the number of deployed devices, the query operation time also increased.
This increase appears stable until forty devices, after which the increase is far more exaggerated, the reason for this is
currently unknown.

Unsurprisingly, the enumeration operation performed in a predictable way (as seen in [Figure 12]) and was able to capture the
full 50,000 entities (deployed over fifty devices) in under 5s. A further experiment was carried out (to assess the scalability of
the nexus framework), where a total entity population of 250,000 (50 devices with 5,000 entities per device) was deployed and
enumerated. This consumed 200-300mb of memory on the requester and took ~27s to complete.

Figure 12. Performance (ms) time for the Nexus enumeration operation

5. Conclusions

This paper has provided experimentally derived empirical evidence that shows two things. Firstly; the new version of our
Nexus framework is capable of scaling upwards beyond previous limits to deployments where both a high number of devices
and a high number of Entities exist. Secondly, that the previous two orders of magnitude improvement of our framework over
other tested middleware (both for lookup execution speed and maximum entity population size that is enumerable), is now
further improved to provide a three orders of magnitude increase in performance (lookup completes in <1ms and maximum
population size is now 250k entities). Enumeration is however discouraged in such large deployments (~27s is a long time to
wait for all the results)!

This data significantly improves on previously published results for three main reasons :
• Improved implementation : In the search for a solution to the scalability problem, we improved a lot of the internals
           of the implementation to run a lot smoother (especially with regard to memory consumption and synchronisation
           between multi-threaded message queuing, decoding and processing).
• Different statistical analyses : We now drop the highest and lowest single data element from a set of fifty trials to
           remove outliers that previously skewed our data.
• Protocol modification : Obviously, the protocol modification we have made to avoid network and requester saturation
           is causing a smoother operation of the discovery protocols as a whole.

This data now establishes the benchmark for our framework against which further trials will be measured. Our next set of
results will examine how variability in the result set size effects the response time of namespace and group based discovery.
We also want to examine the use of another native XML database in the backend to provide better query operation results
(where the Entity facets are stored and searched in this database). We have previously used the Xindice database, currently
using the eXist database and hope to trial the Oracle XML DB.
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